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Anna Keszeg 

János Gyöngyössi. Texts and contexts 

Self-presentation and the theses of the dissertation 

 

The work of the occasional poet and reformed priest János Gyöngyössi (1741–1818, so 

forth mentioned as Gy.) has a well-outlined position in Hungarian literary history: he is an artisan 

poet and an important figure in the history of Hungarian prosody: he was one of the most 

important poets to succeed in implementing the metric versification to rhyming texts before 

Mihály Babits in 20
th

 Century. My thesis is far from contesting these titles, and even farther of 

proposing Gy. a new title of higher value. My goal is to make a close-reading of his texts and of 

their social contexts. I render to his works areas of poem consumerism just to set back the micro-

sociological environment of a life history often haunted by the absence of literary success. This 

is a process of reconstruction, rather than recanonization. 

My starting point is one influenced by literary sociology: how can we explain the fact, 

that the work of a well-known late 18
th

 Century poet, who had published three volumes of 

poems, (having a wide and explicitly formed network of literary contractors), sunk down to the 

level of interesting curiosity and to the peripheral region of the literary field? Or to put it 

differently: how could a lifework of no peculiarities and distinctive elements become a 

successful one in between the literature consumers of his age? 

But which spheres, and why were they using these works? Why became it than totally 

incompatible with the non-peculiar, non-exotic contexts of verse sculpturing, and with the 

content of readers collecting professional poetry? I try to examine and answer these questions 

from the standpoint of two tendencies of contemporary historiography: French cultural history 

and social history fit completely in my way of analysis. My text is structured by the thematic 

requirement of these two tendencies. The first vast part is the one entitled Text Legacy and 

Cultural History. Here I review the documents of Gy.’s textual legacy by dedicating a separate 

chapter to his autobiography, to his edited volumes, and then to the introductions to his volumes 

(dealing with problems of prosody). The other types of texts like college dissertations from the 

reformed upper level schools, sermons, clerical sources and documents are treated as parts of 

Gy.’s everyday writing exercises. The poems are analyzed each separately in different 

subchapters. The study argues inductively: poems with fascinating and rich contextual field 
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assist to a detailed analysis, which demonstrates a hypothesis valid for the whole volume. The 

second big constituting part is called: Life History and Social History. This concerns the 

following problems: the career patterns of a twofold (at one hand poet and on the other priest) 

life history and the heritability of these patterns; Gy.’s social network, which I reconstructed by 

the score of the existing texts; the nature of 18
th

 Century Transylvanian mecenat presented on the 

example of the relation of Gy. to Elek Kendeffy. I’ve dedicated a separate chapter to reception 

and cult historical concerns: how does a local cult organize itself? Then I interpret how Gy.’s 

cult has been reinvented during the 1859 Kazinczy-Anniversary. 

The unfold and formerly unknown text basis. My analyses were preceded by the work of 

exploring and unfolding Gy.’s texts. This dissertation reviews the whole range of Gy.’s works 

(published and unpublished manuscripts) and all of the documents referring to the Transylvanian 

priest-poet. I have worked up all the clerical archives, which had to deal with Gyöngyössi and 

two new sources for literary history: Gy.’s peregrination-diary commemorating his journey to 

Holland (which he kept on writing after arriving home), and the colligatum of his late poems 

(from 1803), that seemingly had been prepared for publishing but finally remained in 

manuscript. Both of them were discovered in the city of Kolozsvár (Cluj, in Romania). 

 

Theses: 

 

1. Gy.’s three published books and the unpublished volume are structured by two 

different policies. At first they follow the compositional methods of occasional poetry, and then 

the structure of journal columns. I name the following compositional principles: chronological 

order, tracking of the orderly hierarchy (that brakes the chronological order), typographic space 

articulated by ideals of prosody (dominant in the manuscript-volume). The occasional poems are 

sometimes structured by the occasions themselves. The poems published in journals are grouped 

after their journal-appearance. The year 1790 is studiously important from this angle. The 

volume continuously refers to the journal articles, to Sándor Szacsvay’s family history, and to 

the representation-strategies of the Transylvanian-Hungarian regionality present also in the 

issues of Magyar Kurír, Magyar Hírmondó and an other journal called Magyar Músa. In these 

concepts of regionality and locality the city of Torda (Turda), the Chair of Aranyos (the upper 
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part of today’s Alba County), the communities of Torockó (Rimetea) and Torockószetgyörgy 

(Col e ti) and the noble family of the Thoroczkays are preponderant. 

 

2. Gy. like many other famous local artisan poets, follows in his labor the everyday 

writing reflexes of orderly society. I consider the following text-structuring reflexes: the family 

book, the identity markers inherited by the stories of family legendarium, the so-called clerical 

schematisma, and the local histories that remain unordered. These text-models are able to explain 

a vast row of mythological allusions adapted to a very small local context and the concetto-

system originated from heraldic regularities. While high-class literature and literary 

craftsmanship assists to a process of autopoiésis, which gives birth to a regular use of some types 

of the literary text, occasional poetry uses merely text-models from the field of research of 

historical anthropology and cultural history. This is a good argument to grasp that this kind of 

texts remains literary untreatable. This is a common area for both occasional and public poetry. 

 

3. Bounding Gy.’s name to the rhymed metric verse (leonine) represents an early form of 

offending popular culture. If we analyze the leonine-debate and Gy.’s introductions to the poetry 

volumes, we’ll have to admit that the rhetoric of the “mechanical versification genius” makes its 

first Hungarian literary appearance in our case. The idea of the reproducibility of the literary text 

finds a typical support in the case of the leonine-labeled authors. Gy.’s own opinion consist in 

the following: the leonine in the hierarchy of all forms of versification is a representation of an 

orderly (nota bene: social) hierarchy, or at least analogous to the latter. 

 

4. Gy.’s poetry works can’t be correctly considered without his functioning as a reformed 

priest. This remark has its social historical background: Gy.’s own priestdom is a totally 

conventional one in the ”long” 18
th

 Century: even in his family this double status of the pastor -

poet is nothing unheard of. This thesis finds support from two angles. At first it is a case of sheer 

material manner: Which was Gy.’s main source of income, priestdom or poetry? What’s the 

relation of these two jobs in an economic manner of speaking? The second aspect is closer to 

literature: what about Gy.’s views of the literature-consuming public, were they memorably 

influenced by the pastoral treatment of the local congregation? Does the Osterwald-School of 

protestant preaching tradition determine Gy.’s poetry? My study delimitates the status of the 
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career in the means of subsistence from the various roles within this general frame. Logically 

priestdom is a frame-status, while the functioning as a local poet is a role within this frame. 

 

5. Gy.’s intellectual afterlife has been maintained by the entirely negative literary 

reception and the local cult-building. The local cult of Gy.’s can be pieced out from journal 

articles, clerical documents and the poem of his grandson. I consider it a paradigmatic case, 

because it outlines the influence of the process of countywide celebrations on the local society. 

The big idea of cult research was, that in a cultic event the commemorator (his/she’s self-

representation) is more important, then the person or affair that’s commemorated. We can’t find 

an even more prominent case then the one of the Kazinczy Celebration Days and its influence on 

the population of the city of Torda. The national festivity emerges the claim of local self-

expression, the commemoration of local histories. 

 

6. Gy.’s poems are part of the following description: functioning of the production and 

use of verses in midst the rules of orderly society and the capitalist production of cultural goods. 

Gy.’s story is marked by a paradox. His period of activity coincides with the beginnings of 

Transylvanian capitalism, with the use of the rudimentary forms of advertising and of mass-

distribution. So his poetry had the possibility of stepping over the boundaries of a local 

community. But this has been the secret of his lack of success too: the form and the content of 

his work (although it represents the whole palette of occasional and public poetry) made him 

unacceptable for a wider range of consumers. His success and long-lasting fiasco have the same 

roots. Gy.’s benefactors follow the same pattern: Sándor Szacsvay is an early capitalist 

businessman: pays for what’s elaborated; Elek Kendeffy the traditional orderly Meceanas: 

supports the evolution of the whole career. 

  

The appendices are: the bibliography of the leonine-debate and the genealogic tables of 

Gy.’s parents. 


